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Abstract
We propose an extension of the sampling-based align-
ment technique to implement the hierarchical phrases-
based model. The proposed technique outputs a hierar-
chical phrase based rule table. It is learned from a bi-text
without any syntactic information or any linguistic com-
mitment. We expect the following advantages from our
rule tables: 1. better reordering, 2. better translation of
discontinuous phrases.

1 Introduction
Sub-sentential alignment plays an important role in the
process of building a machine translation system. The
quality of the sub-sentential alignments, which identify
the relations between words or phrases in the source lan-
guage and those in the target language, is crucial for the
final result, [6]. There are mainly two models being pro-
posed and implemented to solve the problem of align-
ment: standard phrase-based model [8] and the hierarchi-
cal phrase-based model [1]. There are also various tech-
niques associated with these models (e.g. sampling-based
alignment technique [5] for the phrase-based model).

Hierarchical phrase-based models first proposed by
[1] are expected to contribute in reordering. For exam-
ple, Japanese PPs almost always modify VP on the left,
whereas English PPs usually modify VP on the right (e.g.
I have relationship with him :: 私は彼と関係を持つ.)
Using hierarchical phrases should allow to better capture
reordering phenomena between different languages than
using standard phrase-based models.

Following our use of the sampling based method for
word alignment,1 [5], we modify its implementation to
output hierarchical phrase-based rule tables so that our
translation system will have the two following advantages
that rule tables are supposed to have: 1. better reordering,
2. better translation of discontinuous phrases.

The rest of the paper is divided into two main parts.
The first part introduces the basic notions used. Section 2
describes the notion of hierarchical phrase and its advan-
tages. Section 3 describes the sampling-based alignment

1 Anymalign is an implementation of the sampling-based alignment
technique.

method.
In the second part, the production of rule tables is de-

scribed in three sections according to the way we pro-
duce our rule tables. Section 4 shows how to extract con-
texts of alignment pairs from a parallel corpus by using
the sampling-based alignment method. Section 5 shows
how to set up a filter by the number of place holders.
Section 6 shows how to calculate the correspondence be-
tween place holders to produce the final rule tables.

Section 7 reports our experiments. A conclusion is
given in Section 8.

2 Hierarchical phrase-based model

2.1 Hierarchical Phrases
The hierarchical phrase based model uses hierarchical
phrases, i.e., phrases that contain subphrases as their ba-
sic translation units [1].

Table 1: A rule table.

Source language Target language Feature scores

French English correspondence φ( f |e) lex( f |e) φ(e| f ) lex(e| f )

Merci [x]. Thank you [x]. 1-2 0.33 0.04 0.33 0.22
[x] et [x] [x] and [x] 0-0 2-2 0.61 0.50 0.88 0.61

• In Table 1, ”[x]” is a place holder which represents
a subphrase of the hierarchical phrase.

• Correspondences between place holders(third colum
in Table 1) show which subphrase corresponds to
which subphrase in the sourse language and the tar-
get language.

2.2 Advantages of hierarchical phrase-
based models

There are two main advantages in using hierarchical
phrase-based model.

1. Reordering: the rule tables output by hierarchical
phrases based model would capture different orders
between different languages.
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2. Discontinuous phrases: this model would also allow
discontinuous sequences alignment (like “put on” in
“put it on”).

Consider the following Japanese example and its English
translation:

彼はこの問題との関係を持っている
He has a relationship with this matter

(1) [x]との [x]を持っている, has [x] with [x] 0-3,2-1

would capture Japanese PPs “この問題との関係” mod-
ify VP “持っている” on the left. whereas English PPs
“with this matter” modify VP “has” on the right very
well.
Another example:

彼らはそれをあきらめる。
They give it up.

(2) [x]をあきらめる, give [x] up 0-1

allows to capture the relation between the verb ’give’
and its associated separable particle ’up’ which forms the
meaning ’to abandon, to stop’.

3 The sampling based alignment
method

In sampling-based alignment, only those sequences of
words sharing the exact same distribution (i.e., they ap-
pear exactly in the same sentences of the corpus) are con-
sidered for alignment [6], The key idea is to make more
words share the same distribution by artificially reducing
their frequency in multiple random subcorpora obtained
by sampling. Indeed, the smaller a subcorpus, the less
frequent its words, and the more likely they are to share
the same distribution. Hence the higher the proportion of
words aligned in this subcorpus [4]. The subcorpus selec-
tion process is guided by a probability distribution which
ensures a proper coverage of the input parallel corpus by
giving much more credit to small subcorpora, which hap-
pen to be the most productive [4]. From each subcorpus,
sequences of words that share the same distribution are
extracted to constitute alignments along with the number
of times they were aligned. Eventually, the list of align-
ments is turned into a full-fledged phrase translation table
by calculating various features for each alignment. In the
following, we use two translation probabilities and two
lexical weights as proposed by [2], as well as the com-
monly used phrase penalty, for a total of five features.

One important feature of the sampling-based align-
ment method is that it extracts phrase alignments and
the context of these alignments in the corpus at the same
time. For example:

If we have the following toy parallel corpus:

〈ありがとう先生。 Thank you professor. 〉
〈ありがとう劉さん。 Thank you Liu. 〉

By using the sampling-based alignment method, we will
get the following alignments:

〈先生⇐⇒ professor 〉
〈劉さん⇐⇒ Liu 〉

and the following context alignment:

〈ありがとう [x]。⇐⇒Thank you [x].〉

as well. This latter alignment can be regarded as a sub-
sentential alignment. In this work, we use this kind of
alignments as our first level rule tables.

4 Extracting contexts of alignment
pairs

We use an implementation of the sampling-based method
Anymalign to get the contexts of alignment pairs, as Ta-
ble 2 shows.

Table 2: Numbers of first level rule tables output by Any-
malign

# of place holders (source-target) # of rules
source language side target language side

0 : 0 983,432
1 : 1 1,278,721
2 : 2 966,368
0 : 1 1,466,185
0 : 2 935,145
1 : 0 1,191,180
1 : 2 1,399,600
2 : 1 971,373
3 : 4 1,023,718
5 : 5 317,413

. .

. .

. .
total rules 24.1million

5 Filtering rule table entries

We filter discontinuous entries according to the principles
suggested in [1]:

1. Initial phrases are limited to a length of 10, rules are
limited to a length of 5 (place holders plus words)
on the French side.

2. Rules can have at most two place holders, which
simplifies the decoder implementation. Moreover,
we prohibit place holders that are adjacent.

3. A rule must have at least one pair of aligned words,
making translation decisions always based on some
lexical evidence.

After filtering our tables, the number of rules that we
get are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
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Table 3: Number of rules (source-target) after filtering

Number of place holders (source-target) Number of rule tables
0-0 983,432
1-1 1,186,729
2-2 561,882
total 2.7 million

Table 4: Examples of the rules after filtering

source(French) target(English) correspondence
conseil council none

merci monsieur [x] . thank you mr [x] . ?-?
le [x] de [x] . the [x] of the [x] . ?-?, ?-?

6 Computing the correspondences
between place holders

For rules which include one place holder on both sides,
we just find the position of each place holder to write the
correspondence between place holders as was shown in
Table 1. For rule tables which include two place holders
on both sides, we proceed as follows:

1. Firstly, we find two mid-terms, i.e., terms between
two place holders in the rule tables on both sides.

2. We then find every line from the parallel corpus
which include the two mid-terms.

3. We divide every line into four parts by the two mid-
terms. We call them A, B, Ā and B̄. They represent
two parts for each of the sentences (see Section 6.3
for an example).

4. In order to be able to judge whether the correspon-
dence is monotonous (as Figure 1 shows) or crossing
(as Figure 2 shows), we compute the lexical weights
of the four possible correspondences relying on the
values of the place holders.

6.1 Part of everyline
Not only in order to simplify the calculation of lexical
weight but also in order to get a more accurate result
of correspondence between place holders we do not use
the whole sentence in everyline which include the ”mid-
term”, we only use a part of them, precisely the 3 words
before and after the ”mid-term”.

6.2 Lexical weights
The following equation gives the definition of lexical
weights as stated in [2]. Given a phrase pair the target
language t, the source language s and a word alignment a
between the target word possitions i = 1, · · · , I and the
source word positions j = 0, 1, · · · , J, the lexical weight
lex can be computed according to the following formula:

lex(t|s) =
n

∏
i=1

1
|{ j|(i, j) ∈ a}| ∑

∀(i, j)∈a
w(ti|s j) (1)

Figure 1: monotonous correspondence

Figure 2: crossing correspondence

As many phrases have very low counts, simple phrase
conditional probabilities are sparse and often do not pro-
vide reliable information about the correctness of the
phrase pair, For this reason, we calculate lexical weights
instead of conditional probabilities to tell whether two se-
quence of words are corresponding translation pairs or
not [7].

6.3 Example
Suppose we want to calculate the correspondence of
place holders in the following rule:

< la [x] de [x] , the [x] of the [x] >

French: la couleur de la voiture
A B

English: the color of the car
Ā B̄

lexical weight between monotonous sequences:
lex(A, Ā)=

√
max[lex(la|the), lex(couleur|the)]×max[lex(la|color), lex(couleur|color)]

lex(B, B̄)=
√

max[lex(la|car), lex(voiture|car)]×max[lex(la|car), lex(voiture|car)]

lexical weight between cross sequences:
lex(A, B̄)=

√
max[lex(la|the), lex(voiture|the)]×max[lex(la|color), lex(voiture|color)]

lex(B, Ā)=
√

max[lex(la|car), lex(couleur|car)]×max[lex(la|car), lex(couleur|car)]

7 Experiments
We use the Europarl corpus for our experiments. We use
347,614 lines for training, 500 lines for tuning and 38,123
lines for test. We use the same number of correspond-
ing sentences in training, tuning and test for all the 11
languages of Europarl version 3. In this way, the experi-
ments we performed over the 110 possible language pairs
are really comparable.

7.1 BLEU score
• source sentence: tout le monde en est conscient , il

est temps de mettre fin à ce jeu de cache-cache avec
le gouvernement de khartoum .

• translation by our system: all is aware of this , it is
time to an end to this game of hide-and-seek with
the government in khartoum it .
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Table 5: Hierarchical tables BLEU SCORE of Moses and
Anymalign

fr-en
Moses hierarchical 28.76

Anymalign hierarchical 25.86

Table 6: Hierarchical tables BLEU SCORE of other lan-
guages (%)

da de el en es fi fr it nl pt sv
da - 11.23 16.44 20.31 15.28 11.55 12.31 10.70 13.92 14.43 23.72
de 9.33 - 13.82 10.51 10.38 8.79 13.12 7.64 10.86 11.50 10.11
el 18.20 17.90 - 20.47 19.98 14.71 18.62 16.66 15.01 19.97 14.15
en 21.72 13.33 23.63 - 23.30 19.36 25.39 24.27 23.25 27.56 23.34
es 22.02 19.32 24.41 23.18 - 17.27 26.47 26.96 21.08 27.38 24.96
fi 9.21 7.63 9.70 9.26 5.49 - 4.76 7.62 6.97 5.46 8.90
fr 18.82 12.73 17.44 25.86 22.52 9.80 - 22.64 14.91 19.62 17.32
it 15.47 19.63 18.61 23.72 24.69 12.20 20.18 - 14.68 21.22 14.37
nl 17.96 13.61 13.23 20.02 19.03 12.92 14.97 11.45 - 20.66 18.85
pt 19.40 12.63 20.04 19.27 25.81 13.31 20.46 24.64 19.33 - 23.16
sv 23.21 13.67 17.10 20.12 15.82 13.25 15.36 12.36 15.12 19.73 -

Unfortunately, as Table 5 shows, we can not beat
MOSES [3], but the translation example 7.1 shows that
our system can translate the sentence pattern “it is time
to ..” very well. Table 6 shows other result of difference
language pairs by our hierarchical system.

7.2 Ratio of crossing rules

As we know, in rule tables according to the correspon-
dence of the place holders, rules can be of two kinds of
correspondence: monotonous or cross. Table 7 shows the
ratio of crossing rules for each language pair used.

Table 7: Rate of cross rules (%)

da de el en es fi fr it nl pt sv
da - 6.3 8.7 6.3 12.3 3.0 15.4 10.5 5.8 16.4 3.7
de 6.7 - 7.3 9.8 8.0 5.6 10.3 8.8 9.9 6.5 8.1
el 8.6 7.7 - 6.8 8.2 5.9 7.2 12.6 4.2 13.2 10.4
en 6.7 10.3 6.8 - 7.9 7.5 5.3 10.1 13.2 12.8 5.2
es 6.5 9.2 7.1 8.1 - 7.2 7.5 9.6 10.3 14.2 9.1
fi 3.6 6.7 6.9 7.2 8.5 - 6.3 9.3 10.2 12.8 6.8
fr 14.6 9.7 7.1 8.1 6.9 6.5 - 9.6 10.9 10.2 6.1
it 10.8 8.4 11.3 9.8 9.2 9.1 5.7 - 3.2 14.5 9.1
nl 6.0 5.7 4.8 9.8 7.9 5.3 7.5 10.1 - 17.8 5.2
pt 19.2 18.6 14.0 13.2 15.8 13.3 17.4 18.6 19.9 - 17.2
sv 6.7 10.3 6.8 4.2 7.9 5.3 7.5 10.1 13.2 16.8 -

The ratio among language pairs varies from 3.0% (fi-
da) to 19.9% (nl-pt). The average cross ratio of crossing
rules between Portuguese and other languages are a little
bit higher.

8 Conclusion

We have proposed a method to extract hierarchical phrase
rule tables from a parallel corpora using the sampling-
based alignment method. The proposed method is di-
vided into three parts: 1. getting translation tables with
place holders, 2. filtering and 3. calculating correspon-
dences between place holders.

We have performed experiments on several different
language pairs and assessed the translation quallity using
the BLEU [9] metric.
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